The beginning of this project was a question about a condition rather than a specific site or program. It was initiated by the observation that frequent relocation appears to be a way of life for a growing number of people. This emerging condition raises important questions.
changes? This project, consciously, does not delve Into why this Is happening; instead it takes this condition as a modern "given" and questions the role of the designer.
In a recent article for the New Republic, Daniel Pink wrote that there are now 25 million Americans who have declared free agency. One out of six people In the United States have abandoned traditionally located jobs and chosen Instead to move from job to job or project to project, unattached to any particular employer or institution, living mainly by their own wits. Richard Sennett, In Der flexible Mensch die Kultur des neuen Kapltalismus, attributes this Increase in lateral career movement to the culture of the new capitalism. Flexibility, he proposes, is a key concept of global capitalism that creates a demand for workers who are always prepared to change work positions as well as living places. He raises many valid concerns about whether the short-term goals of the market are in conflict with human needs for continuity, reliability, and development; he labels this condition of uncertainty and lack of longterm friendships and connections as "Drift." Successfully juxtaposing the terms of "dwelling" and "drift" seems a challenge that many people must take on today. Some accept this challenge gladly, like a young Indian couple I recently met. He was working In a software company; she was an orthodontist. They had recently moved to Dallas. When I asked them how long they intended to stay there, they said they weren't sureperhaps a couple of years. They didn't know where they might move to next. I was curious to know what their aspirations weredidn't they want to settle down at some point and own a house? To my surprise, they replied that many of their friends dreamed of striking it rich by forty and then going off to travel! What and where is home in these pictures? The capacity of the one family house to embody the definition of home Is apparently limited.
Until now, dwelling has in most cultures been associated with forms of settlement, of stasis. But if staying in one place is no longer feasible, or even desired, then the notion of dwelling must be reconciled with the condition of movement. and projected into the interior ground or home, could, in a good sense, mean to have no particular home but to be equally at home everywhere. The ability to feel at home anywhere, to be able to live sans terre is, as Thoreau reveals in Walking, the secret for successful sauntering, an art of movement.
Practicing the art of movement is a modern skill to cultivate. A person living in mobility has an experiential advantage: the replacement of the universality of any single model of thought by the cohabitation of different systems. In this model, for someone to be in full possession of this multiplicity, to be able to see at a large scale, would require traversing as much space (geographical and non-geographical) as possible. Seen this way, a personal trajectory, rather than a path of undirected drift, would instead be perceived as a journey weaving together multiple times and spaceslife sans terre offers a situation, a perception that has the potential for the formation of entirely new associations.
A person, in moving, in constructing a world, selects, discovers, receives, stores and exchanges energy and information, and in choosing things to set in relationship to oneself, gives meaning to them, owns dwells.
What is required in order to be at home, to own some part of everything everywhere? Some precedents of dwelling sans terre do exist, and provide some clues. Gypsies, American Indians, nomadic tribes all demonstrate notions of inhabitation that involve an expanded sense of 53 personal territory along with a reduction of personal possessions. Thus, a network of tools was the solution that offered itself. A network seemed the only viable way to provide some continuity or connection within shifting circumstances. Given our current economic structure, only a company of sorts could address the micro-and macro-scale elements that such a solution would require. For this reason, in an entrepreneurial spirit, the proposed architectural project comes under the guise of a new global companysnowray.
The company presents a matrix of services, environments, and products that the user may then make use of and configure to his or her own understanding. All the goods, conceived to respond to the specific kind of information they might give a person living sans terre might need, strive to form relational positions with one another None of them works in isolation but each one employs bodily, spatial, mechanical, and electronic forces to allow the individual constitution of home. Working together, they radiate different pulsations of time, perspective and scale, pertinent to the dweller sans terre. down. or to zoom in or out. in any case, this is the view others are getting of you. place A ; 2 hours a day 1. ambient information: cultivating property 3. direct information: exercising creativity he chandelier he chandelier is a mobile, freestanding circular array of proactors that also functions as a lighting device, the different 'elected views are cast in real time into one's space at different temporal intervals, depending on where the projectors are lirected, some things may be in focus while others may be a ilur. 
